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On August 26th in Brisbane, it was Launch & Learn as local Aimmune staff gathered to learn
about Launch readiness for AR101. Watch the video below for more information, including
the speakers' recorded commentary and accompanying slides.
Presenters were Andrew Oxtoby, Jason Zwerner, and Gina Squara from Commercial, and
Paul James from Medical Affairs. Their update covered Planning and Market Preparation to
Marketing and Consumer Strategy messaging.
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(Safari users can use this link to view the video)

A New Name
Andrew announced AR101's new global brand name and logo, PALFORZIA, which has been
conditionally accepted by the FDA and its European counterpart, the EMA. He unveiled the
logo and provided some definition to the name:

The "Pal" in
the name
could be
interpreted as
"peanut
allergy" or
"pal," as in a
friend
The font is
slightly
forwardleaning to
represent
progression,
energy and
forward-motion
The dots of increasing size represent both dose escalation and increased tolerance
https://aimmune.sharepoint.com/Pages/Lunch-&-Learn-–-Summary-&-Video.aspx
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Andrew reiterated that this information was for employees only and advised NOT to print,
share or use the name or logo with anyone outside the company until FDA approval.

At the Core of Aimmune's Approach
Paul James discussed new data supporting Oral Immunotherapy that will be presented in
November at the ACAAI conference. He also reported on the Medical Science Liaison (MSL)
team- the frontline of educating the peanut allergy community on the benefits of Oral
Immunotherapy. MSL's have already contacted more than 70% of the top Health Care
Providers likely to treat peanut food allergies and are working toward completing their
mission by late October. As news spreads, word of mouth has already increased the
numbers of practices interested in understanding the science supporting PALFORZIA
treatment for patients with peanut food allergy, following FDA approval.
Paul also shared the good news that both the AAAAI and ACAAI societies have agreed to
come to a consensus regarding appropriate billing codes and the creation of joint
guidelines focused on FDA approved treatments for peanut food allergy.

A Pharma Launch Like No Other
Jason Zwerner and his team feel confident that generating demand is not the key challenge
at launch – there is already demand for PALFORZIA. Rather, the plan is to focus their first
effort on priority customer targets in allergy practices versus the entire market of providers.
A nationwide field of Practice Account Managers have been carefully selected for this
unique approach: they are more consultative partners, less sales-oriented in style, have
more "passion for the patients," supporting both families and allergists with a clear objective
to help them transform their practice to safely and effectively implement Palforzia treatment.

What It's All About
Gina Squara, Sr. Director, Consumer Marketing, kept the focus on the family and the patient.
With extensive research completed, she told a compelling story of their target: a very
specific caregiver who is willing to do whatever is necessary to protect their child, who
keeps them under tight control and yet - feels anxious and powerless, having lost peace of
mind and a certain quality of life.
Enter PALFORZIA™ – empowering both patient and caregiver with more control, helping to
reduce the life threatening risks of peanut allergy. Which led to the consumer creative
marketing position: Palforzia enables caregivers and patients to "Take Back the Power From
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the Peanut" with an FDA approved product that has unparalleled efficacy, increasing peace
of mind and their quality of life.

from left to right: Jason Zwerner, VP,
Global Marketing & Commercial
Capabilities, Andrew Oxtoby, Chief
Commercial Oﬃcer, Gina Squara, Sr.
Director, Consumer Marketing, and Paul
James, Sr. Director, Global Head MSLs
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